
	

	 	

BME/ACE Maintenance Violations  
Vehicle Maintenance Inspection Root Cause 

 

 
 
I wanted to present the root cause for the majority of vehicle 
maintenance inspections we are getting. As you can see 27% of 
all our inspections are driver controlled, and of those inspections 
81% of all points resulting from these inspections are 
preventable.  One way to prevent these violations is to do a 

strong pre-trip inspection and keep all equipment in top working order.  We 
also must eliminate unsafe driving violations which always turn into a 
complete vehicle inspection to cap off the roadside stop.  Lastly, the final 
piece of this pie is the ISS score or (Inspection Selection System).  If we fix 
the unsafe and observable defects we will automatically correct the ISS 
inspection issue.    

Winter Weather Driving Tips  
 

Here are some winter driving tips for truck drivers that can help you stay 
safe this winter. 

• Inspect Your Vehicle.  
• Slow Down.  
• Give Yourself Some Extra Space.  
• Stay Smooth.  

Cargo Securement 
 
One part of cargo 
securement that is 
often overlooked is 

the potential for injury to the 
owner operator while securing 
his/her load. Regardless of the 
weather conditions, it is 
important for drivers to 
warm/loosen up their bodies to 
help reduce the threat of 
injuries. Because the driver may 
sit for several hours driving and 
then start to do manual work, 
the muscles have a tendency to 
become stiff and stagnant with 
limited blood and oxygen flow. 
Before athletes start their sport, 
they take time to stretch and 
warm up their bodies. Drivers 
need to do the same thing, 
especially since their lifestyle is 
typically more sedentary than 
most.  After warming up, the 
following safety tips will help 
prevent injuries while securing a 
load to a flatbed trailer. During 
loading/unloading and 
strapping/unstrapping, drivers 
should consider wearing a 
hardhat, gloves and proper 
footwear for protection and 
traction. If working near or 
around other vehicles, a safety 
vest should also be worn. 
Replace damaged equipment 
immediately and never use 
damaged chains or frayed 
straps. Bindings that are frozen 
or difficult to operate increase 
injury risk due to additional 
stress so make sure you store all 
securement devices in 
appropriate areas. 
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• Let There Be Light.  
• Take Evasive Action.  
• When in Doubt, Pull Over. 
• Pay Attention to the Tire 

Spray. 

	


